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Spectral Analysis of Dynamic PET Studies
Vincent J. Cunningham and Terry Jones MRC Cyclotron Unit, Hammersmith Hospital, London, England Summary: We describe a new technique for the analysis of dynamic positron emission tomography (PET) studies in humans, where data consist of the time courses of label in tissue regions of interest and in arterial blood, follow ing the administration of radiolabelled tracers. The tech nique produces a simple spectrum of the kinetic compo nents which relate the tissue's response to the blood activity curve. From this summary of the kinetic com ponents, the tissue's unit impulse response can be de rived. The convolution of the arterial input function with the derived unit impulse response function gives the curve of best fit to the observed tissue data. The analysis makes no a priori assumptions regarding the number of compartments or components required to describe the time course of label in the tissue. Rather, it is based on a The technique which we now present is based on the actual kinetic components which can be identi fied within a given datum set, rather than being re stricted, for example, to a predefined compartmen tal model. The method provides a spectrum of the kinetic components which are involved in the re-general linear model, presented here in a formulation compatible with its solution using standard computer al gorithms. Its application is illustrated with reference to cerebral blood flow, glucose utilization, and ligand bind ing. The interpretation of the spectra, and of the tissue unit impulse response functions, are discussed in terms of vascular components, unidirectional clearance of tracer by the tissue, and reversible and irreversible phenomena. The significance of the number of components which can be identified within a given datum set is also discussed. The technique facilitates the interpretation of dynamic PET data and simplifies comparisons between regions and between subjects. Key Words: Spectral analysis Tracer kinetics-Positron emission tomography.
gional uptake and partitioning of tracer from the blood to the tissue. No a priori assumptions are required as to the number of components necessary to characterise the data, and the method readily al lows for the distinction between transient compo nents associated with tracer in the vasculature, and reversible and irreversible components involved in the tissue response to the administered tracer. The present technique thus allows the unit impulse tis sue response function to be derived with minimal modelling assumptions. This facilitates the subse quent interpretation of the signal and simplifies comparisons between regions and between sub jects.
The technique is based on the formulation of a constrained linear optimisation problem, and is a development of an approach originally applied by Tobler and Engel (1983) to the analysis of data ob tained in vitro.
METHODS

The linear problem
The tissue time-activity function [Ctiss(t)] is modelled as a convolution of the measured plasma or blood input function [Cm(t)] with a sum of k exponential terms.
i=k
where the symbol * denotes convolution. The ex and P parameters may be positive or zero. This constraint de rives from an assumption of first order tracer kinetics.
The upper limit, k, represents the maximum numbers of terms to be included in the model and this is set to a large number (k = 100).
Subscripts on the variable t (see below) indicate values taken by functions at particular times, or values of the function derived from integral data collected over partic ular time frames.
If Ci(t ) is the value of the convolution of the input function with a unit exponential term [exp( -Pi . t)) at time t p then i=k
The values of the Pi are predetermined and fixed in order to cover an appropriate spectral range. For studies in vivo involving short-lived positron emitting isotopes, this range needs to extend from the slowest possible loss of radioactivity from the tissue (i.e., that associated with the radioactive half-life of the isotope) up to a value ap propriate to transient phenomena (e.g., the passage of activity through the tissue vasculature). The use of PET data which is not decay corrected thus provides a useful constraint on the range of values for p. For example with studies involving 18 F (decay constant 0.000105 s � I), a suitable range for P is from 1O� 4 to 1 s � I. It is convenient for display purposes to divide this range logarithmically to give the k = 100 possible values for p.
The model is linear in the exi. Values for the exi may be obtained from a fit of the model to the measured time activity data of the tissue ROI, using either of two con strained linear optimisation algorithms as described be-
Cobs(12) -Cl (12) ·C2(12)
inequalities
Cobs(l p ) , C1 ( Ip ) -C2(lp)
low. An important feature of this process, as will be seen in the examples given here, is that most o f the k values of ex are returned as zero, with only a f ew positive peaks in the spectrum.
Optimization
If the tissue activity [Cobs(t)] is measured at p time points (tjJ = 1, p) or over p frames, then we define er rors, Ej;
A simplex method (see below) may be used to minimize the weighted sum, lWj . Ep with ex values as variables.
Alternatively, a nonnegative least squares approach (see below) may be used to minimise the weighted sum of squares, l Wj • Ef.
The solutions give a set of ex values which may then be displayed in spectral form against the (logarithmic) range of the corresponding P values. Alternatively, a sum of the exponential terms, which define a best fit unit impulse response function for the ROI, may be plotted as a func tion of time.
The simplex method. It is convenient for presentation purposes to express the above definition of Ej in the form with equality being met in one or other of the two expres sions. The layout of the matrix equations set up to solve the minimization problem is based on that described in Numerical Recipes in C (Press et al., 1988) and in the corresponding Fortran version (Press et al., 1989) and is shown diagrammatically in Fig. l . The problem com prises N variables, consisting of k ex and p error terms (N = k + p). It is important to note that of these N variables, only the error terms enter into the cost function. The coefficients in the cost function are entered in the first row of the matrix as zero for ex and as -Wj for the error
Diagram matic representation of the matrix corresponding to the constrained linear optimization problem . Its layout is based on that required for presentation to the simplex algorithm given in Press et al. (1988 Press et al. ( , 1989 . The significance and ranges of the various subscripts are described in the Methods section.
terms because it is a minimisation problem. Unit values here correspond to equal weighting of datum points.
There are then two sets of p rows, where p is the number of observed datum points. The first set corresponds to "�" constraints, and the second to ".:;" constraints (see above). The first element in each pair of rows is C ob s(t) .
The next k elements in each row are -C;(t) (i = 1, k) which relate to the model function Ctiss(t) in terms of a as defined above. The remainder of each row cross references C ob s(t) with its corresponding error term, with an entry of element + 1 or -1, depending on the nature of the constraint. This matrix is presented to a simplex al gorithm which returns an optimal vector of a values as described in Press et al. (1988 Press et al. ( , 1989 . It may also be noted that an alternative formulation of this matrix is possible, based on p equalities with upper and lower error terms.
The non-negative least squares method. Let A be a (p x k) matrix with elements Aji = sqrt(w) . C;(t) . Let C be a vector (size p) with elements Cj = sqrt(w) . C ob s(t), and let B be a vector (size k) with elements ai. The matrix equation (A x B = C) may be solved in a least squares sense using algorithms given by Lawson and Hanson (1974) which return an optimal vector of a values subject to ai � O.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The application of spectral analysis to dynamic PET studies will be illustrated with reference to Since the 13 values are discrete, the individual components of the spectra are generally comprised of one or two adjacent values for a. The sum of the a values within each component will subsequently be referred to as the combined peak height for the component. The analyses presented here were car ried out without decay correction of the data. This leads to a restriction on the expected spectral range of the nonlinear 13 parameters (see above), and it is convenient for the purposes of further discussion to refer to low, intermediate, and high frequency com ponents across this range.
High frequency components
In all the studies shown in Figs. 2-6, there are high frequency components close to or coincident with the upper level of the predefined range [13 = 1 s -1, log (13) = 0]. Two sources of these components may be identified. The first corresponds to the rapid transit times of tracer in the vasculature within the ROI. This is usually modelled as a constant blood J Cereb Blood Flow Metab, Vol. 13, No.1, 1993 volume term, a simple mUltiple of the measured blood activity. Such a constant term may be incor porated in the general linear model; however, we find that the precise size and position of high fre quency components, in contrast to those at lower frequencies, are very sensitive to the assumed delay between the arrival of arterial blood in the tissue ROI and in the online counter and for this reason it is better to treat the constant term as a high fre quency.
A second source, which is kinetically indistin guishable from the blood volume term, relates to the dispersion of blood counts measured on line [Crn(t)] relative to the "true" arterial input [Ca(t)] to the tissue ROI. If an exponential dispersion model is assumed (Iida et aI., 1986 )
where d is the dispersion constant, A. the isotope decay constant, and * denotes convolution. Then, for example, in the case of the standard Kety Schmidt model for blood flow (F) with a volume of distribution (VD) of a freely diffusible tracer Note the constant term (Fld) which is attributable to dispersion of the measured input function and which needs to be taken into account if precise es timates of flow are to be obtained from dynamic CI502 protocols (Lammertsma et aI., 1990) . It can be seen that the spectrum in Fig. 2(c) consists of two components, one (high frequency or constant term) at 10g(l3) = 0 and another at 10g(l3) = -1.8, which is consistent with this formulation. Quantita tion of this spectrum will be dealt with below under Intermediate frequencies. Nevertheless, and most importantly, these high-frequency terms have rela tively little effect on the size and position of lower frequency components which relate to tissue reten tion and subsequent release of tracer.
Unidirectional clearance of tracer and total distribution volumes
The intermediate and low-frequency components of the spectrum reflect the extravascular behaviour of the tracer. The sum of these components plotted against time is the unit impulse response function of the extravascular tissue to tracer in the plasma. This is illustrated in window (d) in each of Figs. 2-6. Presentation of data as the derived unit impulse re sponse in this way provides a simple and conve nient means of comparing different ROI, free of a priori assumptions regarding the precise compart mental structure of the tissue response. An analogy may be drawn with the tissue clearance of tracer following intracarotid artery bolus injection of a freely diffusible isotope. The intercept at t = 0 on the unit impulse response is the unidirectional clear ance (K1, ml . sec -I . ml tissue -I) of tracer from plasma to tissue, and is given by the sum of the a, i. e., the sum of the combined peak heights of the components, K I is the product of regional flow and extraction, and in some cases, e. g. , blood flow, vol ume of distribution, or CMR g lc estimations, is an intrinsic part of the parameters of interest. In other cases, e. g. , ligand binding studies, a primary aim in modelling is to distinguish delivery of the tracer from its subsequent retention in the region. Com parison between regions with different clearance of tracer and between subjects with different input functions can then be effected by normalisation of the unit impulse response to unit clearance.
In addition the integral to infinity of the decay- corrected unit impulse response function gives the total distribution volume of the tracer relative to the arterial blood or plasma. This may be calculated directly from the spectral data as the sum of [u/(13 -A») for the intermediate and low-frequency terms.
Irreversible trapping
If the lowest-frequency component of the spec trum is coincident with, or close to, the limit set by the decay constant for the isotope, as in the case of 18 PDG uptake in brain, for example (Pigs. 3 and 4), then irreversible, or near irreversible trapping of tracer is indicated.
Consider, for example, the irreversible compart mental system represented by the differential equa tions
Where C I and C2 represent the concentrations of label in reversible and irreversible pools, respec tively. Then C tiss (t) is given by the convolution of J Cereb Blood Flow Metab, Vol. 13, No.1, 1993 Ca(t) with the sum of two exponential terms such that
Thus in the irreversible case, the combined peak height of the low-frequency component gives the irreversible disposal rate constant of the tracer in blood or plasma [KI • k3/(k2 + k3»). Por 18 PDG, CMR g lc may then be calculated directly from this combined rate constant, the blood glucose concen tration, and the "lumped constant" in the usual way. It may be noted that this calculation is inde pendent of the number of "reversible" components in the intermediate range of the spectrum by anal ogy with arguments used by Sokoloff et al. (1977) may indicate tissue heterogeneity (Cunningham et aI., 1991) , but this does not affect the calculation of overall irreversible disposal rate constants (Cun ningham et aI., 1992; Turkheimer et ai., 1992) . In general, the determination of irreversible dis posal rate constants is very robust; a feature which is taken advantage of in the more general graphical methods of analysis of irreversible processes such as the Patlak plot (Patlak et aI., 1983; Patlak and Blasberg, 1985) . The present spectral method has, in addition, some advantages over these graphical methods. In the truly irreversible case, identifica tion and quantification of the slowest component is objective and does not require either a model dependent fitting of the curve or an arbitrary choice as to the time after which the slow component is dominant (equivalent to a linear slope on a graphical analysis). Also, corrections for near irreversibility could be based on the spectral shift of the slow component from the lower limit (cf. Patlak and Blasberg, 1985) . Such corrections are, however, model dependent.
Intermediate frequencies
Exponential forms were chosen for the general convolution model in the present application prin cipally because they may be interpreted in terms of simple first order tracer kinetics, and related if nec essary to more conventional compartmental analy ses of these types of data.
The blood flow example (Fig. 2) is consistent with the Kety-Schmidt model incorporating dispersion effects as formulated above. A component appears at a 13 value of 1.532 x 10-2 S -1 with a combined peak height of 7.172 x 10 -3 S -1 . The high frequency component has a peak height of 5.018 x 10-2 S -I . With A = 0.00561, these values corre spond to a blood flow of 0.46 ml . min -1 . ml tis sue -1 , a volume of distribution of 0.78 and a dis persion constant of 9.2 min -1 .
The simplest interpretation of the number of com ponents in the intermediate frequency range is that it corresponds with the number of reversible com partments of the tracer which can be discriminated in the tissue ROI. Each individual component can not, however, be equated with a particular compart ment, and conversion of a and 13 to fractional rate constants linking compartments is model depen dent. The 18 FDG example in Fig. 3 shows one com ponent in the intermediate frequency range and is consistent with the solution of the irreversible model given above with a single reversible free FDG tissue pool. The a and 13 values of this com ponent can therefore be interpreted as functions of the compartmental rate constants K1, k2' and k 3 as given above. Other ROIs from the same study, however, showed two intermediate components, as is illustrated in Fig. 4 . Discrimination of two revers ible tissue compartments does not, however, estab lish whether they are parallel, as might arise in a heterogeneous tissue region, or catenary, reflecting a relatively slower mixing of the extravascular glu cose pool. These two compartmental interpreta tions are kinetically indistinguishable within a single study.
The examples shown in Figs. 5 and 6 are taken from a paired study of the opiate receptor ligand ll C-diprenorphine (Jones et aI., unpublished data, 1992) . Figure 5 shows an analysis of a high specific activity, tracer alone study. Figure 6 shows a repeat study of the same subject after predosing with nal oxone. A reduction in the number of intermediate components from three to two is consistent with the blocking of specific diprenorphine binding sites by naloxone, leaving free and nonspecifically bound pools to exchange with plasma tracer (Jones et aI., unpublished data, 1992) .
In each of these cases, however, we have ob served deviations from these patterns in individual ROIs. In general, fewer intermediate components are identifiable in noisy datum sets, and spurious high-frequency components indicate temporal mis matching of input and response data. Such effects would cause problems if the number of components in the model were predefined, as in the conven tional compartmental approach. We therefore sug gest that the present technique might also serve as a useful adjunct to model-dependent least mean squares fits of data, in that it allows a simple pre view of a given datum set and an assessment of the compatibility of the data with the proposed model. Figures 7 and 8 illustrate a comparison made be tween least mean squares fits (LMS) and spectral analyses of simulated noisy datum sets. The original noiseless datum set ( Fig. 7) consists of an input function (Fig. 7 A) and a tissue response obtained by convolution of the input function with two terms [0.1 exp(-O.lt) + 0.1 exp(-O.OIt)] and evaluated at the time points shown in Fig. 7B . Normally dis tributed random noise was then introduced into the data, assuming that the standard deviation of the data at each point was proportional to the square root of the count rate at that point. The data was then fitted to the model used to generate the data using conventional nonlinear LMS (weighted in in verse proportion to the variance at each point). The same data were then analyzed by the simplex method of spectral analysis (weighted in inverse proportion to the standard deviation at each point) and by the nonnegative least squares approach (weighted in inverse proportion to the variance at each point). This process was repeated 1,000 times and the results meaned and displayed as for spectral analysis (Fig. 8) . The results indicate that although there appears to be no bias in the spectral analyses relative to LMS, the standard deviation of estimates about the two predefined components is greater. This might be expected as the number of compo nents to be fitted using the LMS criterion was pre defined as two, consistent with the original data.
For the spectral analysis, the number of compo nents was not predetermined. The results presented in Fig. 8 illustrate the consistency of the spectral analyses with weighted LMS, but indicate that cau tion should be applied when interpreting the num ber of peaks. Other features of the spectra relating to unidirectional clearance and total distribution volume are, however, more robust and independent of the apparent number of peaks, as discussed above. There appears to be little diff erence overall between the simplex method and nonnegative least squares al though the latter takes less computation time.
CONCLUSIONS
The linear spectral analysis described in this pa per was originally applied to data obtained in vitro from nonlinear least mean squares fits of two components to noisy data generated from data in Fig. 7 (b) . b: Correspond ing averages of spectral analyses applied to sam e data as in (a) using the simplex method (see Methods). c: Correspond ing averages of spectral analyses applied to same data as in (a) using the nonnegative least squares approach.
by Tobler and Engel (1983) . These authors were concerned with the identification of the number of components involved in binding isotherms, which are hyperbolic in form. The general approach, how ever, is of wide applicability. This study demon strates its extension to forms involving exponential functions coupled with convolution integrals, which is of particular relevance to the analysis of data ob tained in vivo. Further development of this tech nique, in the context of PET studies in humans, might concern the level at which it is applied to data, e.g., pre or post image reconstruction, further characterization of the arterial input functions, and also an exploration of functional forms other than the exponential which may be appropriate for the analysis of kinetic data. We are currently developing its appli cation at a pixel by pixel level in the analysis of PET data.
